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- New Members
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- Major Meeting Roles
- Q & A Major Meeting Roles
- Bonus: Descriptive Words
- Members' Achievements

 NEXT MEETINGS
ONLINE 

Dec 7, 14, 21

CLUB MISSION
We provide a supportive and positive
learning experience in which
members are empowered to develop
communication and leadership skills,
resulting in greater self-confidence
and personal growth.

 

NOVEMBER, 2021 

www.calgarypacesetters.com

Tuesdays, 7.15PM - 9PM, MDT 

CLUB MEETINGS 

Nov 9 - Remembrance Day   

Nov 16 - Christmas' Preparation   
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Nov 23 - Party Retro (60s, 70s, 80s, 90s)   

Nov 30 - What's in it for YOU?   

UPCOMING EVENTS

Calgary Pace Setters Special Event 
 Social Evening on  Dec 21  themed

"Stepping outside the Club" speeches
at our Jan 11 club meeting

District 42 - Leadership Training:

     STORIES & GAMES AROUND THE FIRE

       Jan 19, Jan 29,  Feb 25

The last club meeting for
2021 is on Dec 21 !  

The first club meeting in
2022 is on Jan 11 !

THANK YOU

We would like to thank our members who
were panelists for the Nov 30 meeting
and shared their TM experiences: Lorraine
Dionne, Alex Campbell, Twila Tayfel and
Tzonka Bouklieva!

We would like to extend a special THANK
YOU to our guest Christina Kruis, DTM,
previous D42 President for bringing the
Endless Opportunities video to our club
and showcasing the achievements of our
Pace Setters at the area, division and
district level.

“If you’re offered a seat on a
rocketship, don’t ask what
seat! Just get on!”

                         - SHERYL SANDBERG
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 “I joined Toastmasters because I would like to develop my
leadership and communication skills. I want to overcome my
fear of public speaking and be confident on any stage. I got
inspired by the confidence of ESL speakers. Calgary Pace
Setters is a great and friendly club that provides ample support.
It is a multicultural environment where I feel  welcomed and I
am not afraid of making mistakes. For my Pathways, I chose the
Presentation Mastery because it provides me the tools to
complement my background in finance. ”

PEARLS OF WISDOM FROM OUR MEMBERS 

"Good communication is about how you make
people feel."  
                                                            - Victor Laverde

NOVEMBER, 2021 

New Member: Diana Larios
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dreamer - knowledge seeker - innovative

New Member: Noor Gias

supportive - economic analyst -  hiker

“I joined Toastmasters because I want to improve my overall
communication skills. I want to get better at articulating my
thoughts and speaking more concisely. Also, I want to
enhance my presentation skills, especially in front of an
audience. I believe strong communication is key for me to
advance into leadership roles. As a guest of Calgary Pace
Setters I have attended a number of meetings and felt very
comfortable with all the members. I felt welcomed and
loved the supportive environment. In addition, I received
some great feedback on how to become better at Table
Topics. Even though I have not chosen a pathway yet, I am
interested in Visionary Communications the most, followed
by Dynamic Leadership and Presentation Mastery.” 
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Our club was represented at
the Division D Fall 2021 Contest
by our club president, Carson
Puetz, who won the first place
for Tall Tales and who will
move on to the district level.

Congratulations to all winners
of Division D Fall Contest!

TALL TALES

1

3

2

TABLE TOPICS

1

3

2
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Speech Title: "Weak between the Knees"

Speech Title: "The Game of the Century"

CARSON PUETZ  -  Area D23 - Calgary Pace Setters 

 TAMMY NISCHUK  -  Area D12 - Dynamically Speaking

MARINA GABOR  -  Area D8 - FAC Toastmasters

KELLY KAUR  -  Area D23 - High River 

TAMMY NISCHUK - Area D 12 - Dynamically Speaking 

DEVAN MACPHERSON  -  Area D2 - Coulee Commentators

Speech Title: "Eyes this far apart"

The Question: "What was the most memorable event of your adolescence?"

Division D
Speech
Contest
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support other members

efficient meeting

practice & get better at
giving feedback 

improve your
communication

enhance your active
listening skil ls

increase self-confidence

become a better leader

 

 

Table Topics
Evaluator

Chairperson Table Topics
Master

Timer
Toastmaster General

Evaluator

Evaluator

FORMS
NEW

MEMBERS

WHY SIGN UP FOR
MEETING ROLES?
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MEETING ROLES 
FIND THE FORMS FOR MEETING
ROLES ON OUR CLUB WEBSITE:

HTTP://WWW.CALGARYPACESETTERS.COM/
 

WE GROW TOGETHER!



MAJOR MEETING  ROLES     
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TOASTMASTER
Prepares intros for all
formal speakers, TTM
and GE prior to the
meeting
Runs the meeting and
introduces speakers,
the TTM and the GE
Presents the awards 

TABLE TOPICS MASTER

Runs the formal speeches part
of the meeting
Prepares 4-5 questions for the
TT prior to the meeting
Explains the benefits of
impromptu speaking and gives
tips on how to answer a TT
question
 Calls on participants who do
not have major meeting roles

CHAIRPERSON
Fills up the meeting roles
Reviews the agenda & explains
the meeting structure
Asks helpers to present their
roles
Guides all participants to
answer the intro question
Interviews guest & makes
announcements
Starts and closes the  meeting

GENERAL 
EVALUATOR

Runs the evaluation portion of
the meeting
Prepares intros for all
evaluators and TT evaluator
prior to the meeting
 Gives an overall evaluation of
the meeting
 Calls on different helper to
give their reports

EVALUATOR
Prior to the meeting,
contacts the speaker to
get details about the
speech/Pathway project
Uses the Evaluation
Resource Form to take
notes and give feedback
Gives a supportive,
specific and constructive
feedback

TABLE TOPICS
EVALUATOR

Uses the form to take notes on
each TT speaker and the TTM
Gives a "burger style" feedback:
praise-improvement-praise

TIMER
Uses green, yellow or red
lights/ backgrounds to signal
the speakers
Provides a report 
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GOOD TO KNOW

Running a Q&A session during a club meeting is
part of a Level 3 Pathways project.

Q: How can the Chairperson insure that the allocated time for
introductions is not exceeded ?

A: When answering the introduction question participants can deliver
long answers. The Chairperson could remind everyone to keep their
answers short and sweet and under 20 sec; maybe they can offer an
example of a 15-20 sec answer. 

Q: How can a new club member can prepare for a meeting role?

A: Check the Forms for meeting roles on our club website; ask your
mentor; learn the role from other members during the meetings.

NOVEMBER, 2021 

Q & A
Session
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Major 
Meeting Roles

with 
SIMON

Q: Where can we find the forms for the meeting roles?

A: You can download the meeting roles forms (as PDFs) from our
website - NEWMEMBERS - FORMS:
https://calgarypacesetters.com/index.php/forms/
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Q: Any suggestions for members who are
hesitant in taking on the Evaluator role ?

A: Read through the forms to familiarize
yourself with the role; chose a few aspects
of the speech to focus on; remember the
feedback you received from an Evaluator

Q: How to give feedback on areas for improvements?

A: It is challenging to tell speakers what they need to get better at. Try
to be diplomatic and use "I saw", "I noticed", "I heard", rather than "You
didn't". When suggesting opportunities for improvement focus on
actions; for example, you could say, "By using different tones of your
voice, your speech would be more engaging for the audience."

Q: What would help a new member prepare for an evaluation
meeting role?

A: Watch other members do it during the meetings or the meetings
recordings; take notes on the positive descriptive words used by other
Toastmasters; when you give your feedback, focus on areas for
improvement that will help the speaker the most in enhancing their
skills.

Q: What types of evaluations are there?

A: On the forms for the evaluation roles (General Evaluator, Table Topics
Evaluator, Formal Speech Evaluator) you find examples of several types
of feedback: sandwich or hamburger, 3-2-1, chocolate chip cookie. Try
to start and end on a positive note and make your feedback supportive,
specific and constructive.
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with 
GRACE

Q & A
Session
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Major 
Meeting Roles
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Descriptive Words for Feedback - I
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Descriptive Words for Feedback - II
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At Calgary Pace Setters we celebrate the achievements of our members who keep working on
their communication and leadership skills, advancing in their Toastmasters journeys. 

                                    to all our Pace Setters who completed a Level of their Pathways and
                                    to our new members who delivered their Icebreakers!!!

IcebreakerIcebreaker
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Rofelson DiegoEllie Zhang


